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We simulate the dynamic evolution of nonlinear water waves coupled with wind turbulence. We first
investigate simple wave trains to obtain pressure distribution, based on which parameters for wave
growth are quantified and their dependence on wave age and wave steepness is shown. We then
investigate broadband waves to obtain physical insights to wind forcing for phase-resolved
wavefield simulation. It is found that for long wave components, the wave growth parameter can be
approximated by the value of the corresponding monochromatic waves; for short waves, stochastic
modeling is suggested. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3414832�

The accurate prediction of ocean surface waves is impor-
tant to many applications in ocean science and engineering.
The evolution of wavefield is affected mainly by nonlinear
wave interaction, wind forcing, and wave breaking dissipa-
tion. The majority of existing wave prediction tools simulate
the evolution of directional wave spectrum. The information
of wave phases is not contained in the wave spectrum, and
the aforementioned three processes are parametrized in a
phase-averaged context.1

To obtain a more direct description of the wavefield with
finely resolved spatial and temporal details, it is desirable to
resolve the wave phases in the simulation. Such information
will be valuable for the mechanistic study of wind-wave dy-
namics which may eventually lead to improved modeling for
the wave spectrum simulation. Recent advancement in com-
puting power and algorithm development has facilitated the
phase-resolved simulation of nonlinear wave interaction in-
volving a large number of wave modes �e.g., O�104� modes
in each direction as shown by Wu2�. Central to the develop-
ment is an efficacious high-order spectral �HOS� method that
is capable of directly capturing nonlinear wave interaction at
a reasonable computational cost. The HOS method directly
simulates the evolution of surface elevation � and surface
potential �s, which is defined as the surface value of the
velocity potential �. With a perturbation series of � with
respect to the wave steepness to the order of M and Taylor
series expansion about the mean water level z=0,
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and an eigenfunction expansion of each ��m� with N modes,
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the kinematic and dynamic free surface boundary conditions
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Here, �h
�� /�x ,� /�y� is the horizontal gradient, D� is the
wave dissipation, pa is the atmospheric pressure at the wave
surface, �w is the density of water, and g is the gravitational
acceleration. By using a pseudospectral method, the HOS
method accounts for the nonlinear interactions among all the
N wave modes up to the desired perturbation order M in
wave steepness, with a computational cost proportional to
MN ln N. Complete review of the HOS method is provided
in Chap. 15 of Mei et al.4

While the HOS method provides a vehicle for the non-
linear wave simulation in a phase-resolved framework, the
wave breaking dissipation D� and the wind forcing pa re-
main to be specified in a phase-resolved context. The model
development for these terms is still at an early stage, and this
letter investigates the characteristics of pa.5–11 For this pur-
pose, we perform coupled simulations of wind turbulence
and wave evolution �Fig. 1�. To our best knowledge, this is
the first simulation-based study that addresses the two-way
dynamical coupling between wind and narrowband/
broadband waves with all of the essential nonlinear wave
interaction processes being resolved to high order. �We note
that recently a powerful numerical capability has been devel-
oped for the large-scale simulation of air-water coupled
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flows including wind-driven waves on top-ranked supercom-
puters such as the Earth Simulator.12� For wind over simple
wave trains, we use direct numerical simulation �DNS� for
wind turbulence. The approach of DNS has been proven to
faithfully capture the pressure variation in wind over water
waves.9,11,13 For broadband waves, in order to resolve the
wind-wave interaction over a wide range of wavenumbers,
we use large-eddy simulation �LES�.

For the wind simulation, we consider as a canonical
problem Couette air flow over water waves. We simulate the
Navier–Stokes equations for the air motion on a time-
dependent boundary-fitted grid. For spatial discretization, we
use a hybrid pseudospectral and finite-difference scheme.
Time integration of the momentum equation is realized
through a fractional step scheme. Details of the numerical
scheme and the validation using the data in the literature7–11

are provided by Refs. 13–15.
Different from Refs. 13 and 14 where the waves do not

evolve dynamically, in this letter the wind turbulence simu-
lation is dynamically coupled with the HOS wave simulation
through a fractional step method with two-way feedbacks. At
the subtimesteps, the HOS simulation provides the wind
simulation with the wave surface geometry and the normal
and tangential surface velocities as the Dirichlet boundary
conditions; the windfield evolves dynamically, subject to the
wave form and friction drags that are generated naturally
from the retardance by the wave calculated by the HOS
simulation; the wind simulation provides pa�x ,y , t� on the
wave surface, which the HOS simulation uses as the wind
forcing in Eq. �4� to advance the wave in time. After the
above coupling, the entire wind-and-wave field advances to
the next timestep. The numerical details of the dynamic cou-
pling are provided by Yang.15

We discuss simple wave trains first. Note that the wave
is initially monochromatic. Due to nonlinear wave interac-
tion and the excitation by the turbulent eddies in the wind,
other wave components are generated. During the course of
our simulation, these wave modes have much less energy
than the dominant wave, and this letter focuses on the growth

of the latter. We use k to denote wavenumber, � for wave-
length, a for wave amplitude, � for wave frequency, c for
wave phase velocity, u� for wind friction velocity, U�/2 for
the mean wind velocity at a distance of � /2 above the wave
surface, and c /u� �and also c /U�/2� for wave age. Various
cases of different wave ages are simulated, and the growth of
the waves provides results for the different evolution stages
of ak �cf. Tables I and II�. Figure 2 shows the time evolution
of the wave steepness based on the wave crest and trough
amplitude, ac and at, respectively. The wave nonlinear effect
is shown through the difference between ack and atk �here-
after, we define a= �ac+at� /2� and the difference between
linear and nonlinear waves. Figure 2 shows that the wave
grows fast for young waves with the wave ages c /u�=2 and
5. At c /u�=10 and 14, the wave grows slowly.

The wind turbulence simulation provides detailed infor-
mation on the distribution of pa along the waveform. Figure
3 shows the phase-averaged results of pa. In Fig. 3�a�, we
validate our results via comparison with the corresponding
case in Ref. 10. In Fig. 3�b�, we illustrate the dependence of
pa on the wave steepness. For mild waves �from ak=0.1 to
0.15�, the magnitude of both the maximum and minimum
pressure increases with ak. When the wave becomes steeper
�from ak=0.15 to 0.20 to 0.25�, the pressure maximum in-
creases slightly and moves downstream, while the lower part
of the pressure profile changes from a flat shape to a trough.
Figure 3�c� shows the dependence of pa on the wave age. At
c /u�=2, the maximum pressure is located downstream of the
wave trough. As the wave age increases �c /u�=5�, it moves
further downstream toward the wave crest. As the wave age
increases to c /u�=10, the pressure profile moves upstream.
For c /u�=14, the maximum pressure is located on the wave
trough.

We next quantify the wave growth rate. Due to the or-
thogonality of different trigonometric components, for a
wave component with the surface elevation ��x , t�
=a cos�kx−�t�, we focus on the corresponding surface pres-

FIG. 1. �Color� Illustration of wind turbulence and water wave coupled
simulation. Plotted are streamwise velocity �normalized by U�m/2� of the
wind and pressure �normalized by �au�

2� distribution on the surface of broad-
band waves �cm /u�=12.3�. The air domain is lifted up for better
visualization.

TABLE I. Values of 	, 
, �, and � for c /u�=2 at different ak. Values of �
based on the parametrization of Ref. 10, �=0.17�U�/2 /c−1�2���a /�w�, are
listed for comparison.

ak 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25

	 40.2 36.3 35.1 30.4 26.3


 118° 107° 100° 96° 92°

� 36.9 34.6 34.4 30.1 26.3

� ��10−3� 2.22 2.08 2.07 1.81 1.58

� ��10−3� a 2.23 2.09 1.95 1.80 1.66

aReference 10.

TABLE II. Values of 	, 
, �, and � at ak=0.1 with different wave ages.

c /u� 2 5 10 14

c /U�/2 0.12 0.33 0.64 0.86

	 36.3 50.0 27.5 36.2


 107° 79° 152° 177°

� 34.6 49.0 17.9 1.62

� ��10−3� 2.08 1.18 0.215 0.0139
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sure component expressed as pa�x , t�=	ak cos�kx−�t+
�.
Here 	 denotes the amplitude ratio of the pressure to the
wave steepness; and 
 denotes the phase difference between
the pressure and the waveform �Fig. 3�. As in the literature,
the wave growth rate parameter � and the fractional rate of
energy input � are defined, respectively, as

� = �	 sin 
�/�au�
2, � = ���a/�w��u�/c�2� . �5�

Tables I and II show the dependence of 	, 
, �, and � on ak
and c /u�. The comparison of the � value with the parametri-
zation by Ref. 10 shows good agreement. The decrease in 	
as ak increases suggests that the pressure does not simply
scale with ak as was assumed in many of the literature. The
dependence of � on c /u� and ak can be understood through
the variation in 	 and 
 �Eq. �5��. Table I shows that when
c /u�=2 and ak increases, the variation in 
 is small, and � is
mainly controlled by 	, which decreases as ak increases; the
value of � decreases at the same rate according to Eq. �5�.

Table II shows that when ak=0.1, for different c /u� cases,
the change in � is affected by both 	 and 
, with the latter
determining the efficiency of wind input. As c /u� increases
from 2 to 5, 	 increases �because the magnitude of the mini-
mum pressure increases as shown in Fig. 3�, 
 gets closer to
90°, and � becomes larger as a result. As c /u� further in-
creases to 10 and 14, 
 approaches 180°, and � decreases
significantly. As c /u� increases, the variation in � together
with the proportionality to �u� /c�2 �Eq. �5�� makes �
decrease.

We next investigate waves with broadband spectra �Fig.
1�. We construct a wavefield based on the wave spectrum
obtained during the Joint North Sea Wave Observation
Project �JONSWAP� �details are provided in Ref. 15�. We
consider three cases with different wave ages based on the
phase velocity at the peak �denoted by the subscript “m”�
wavenumber km, cm /u�=5, 12.3, and 16 �the corresponding
values of cm /U�m/2 obtained from the simulations are 0.27,
0.66, and 0.84, respectively�, which hereinafter are referred
to as cases I, II, and III, respectively.

For the broadband wavefield, it is essential to quantify
the wind input for different wave components. At each k, we
perform analysis in a way similar to that in the monochro-
matic wave case �Eq. �5��. The variation in � and � with k is
shown in Fig. 4. To help understand their behavior, we also
indicate the values of c /u� at different k for the three cases in
Fig. 4. Note that according to the wave dispersion relation-
ship, c /u� decreases as k increases and has different ranges
for the three cases. For case I, � reaches its peak around k
=km and decreases as k further increases; this is consistent
with the monochromatic wave case, in which c /u�=5 has a
larger value of � than c /u�=2 does. For cases II and III, �
first increases with k and reaches its peak around k=2km

�4km �note that in the monochromatic wave case c /u�=14
has smaller value of � than c /u�=5 does�, and then de-
creases as k further increases. For cases II and III, the corre-
sponding c /u� values of peak � deviate from the value of
c /u�=5 shown in the monochromatic wave case, probably
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FIG. 2. Evolution of �a� ack and �b� atk: – –, c /u�=2; −·−, c /u�=2 �from
linear wave simulation�; · · ·, c /u�=5; −· ·−, c /u�=10; —, c /u�=14. The
time is normalized by � /U�/2.
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FIG. 3. Surface pressure profiles over monochromatic waves: − · ·−, �c /u�

=2, ak=0.05�; —, �c /u�=2, ak=0.1�; − ·−, �c /u�=2, ak=0.15�; · · ·, �c /u�

=2, ak=0.2�; – –, �c /u�=2, ak=0.25�; �—, �c /u�=5, ak=0.1�; �—, �c /u�

=10, ak=0.1�; �—, �c /u�=14, ak=0.1�. �a� Comparison of simulation result
with field measurement data ��� of Ref. 10; �b� pressure profiles over waves
with different steepnesses; �c� pressure profiles over waves with different
wave ages. The wind and wave are from left to right. The wave phase is
shown in the sketch at the bottom.
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due to the sheltering effect of dominant waves on relatively
short and small waves. At large k, our simulation does not
show significant values of �. At these small scales, the pres-
sure induced by the short waves is relatively small compared
with the pressure fluctuation in the wind turbulence and is
thus difficult to quantify. On the other hand, �, which mea-
sures the fractional rate of wave growth �Eq. �5��, does not
reduce as rapidly compared with � �� even increases with k
for case I�. In reality, local small waves may grow rapidly to
break, serving as an important vehicle for atmosphere-ocean
momentum and energy transfer.16,17

Figure 5 summarizes our results of � and the comparison
with other studies. Our data of monochromatic waves agree
with the previous numerical results and �to a less extent�
experimental data. As shown by Yang and Shen,13 many fac-
tors, including wave steepness and wind induced surface
drift, can affect the value of � �an example for the same
c /u�=2 but different wave steepness and surface drift condi-
tions is shown in Fig. 5 using the data of Ref. 13�.

Figure 5 shows that for the broadband waves, the long
wave components �i.e., the right parts of each curve with
relatively large � and c and thus large c /u�� have � values
close to those from the study of monochromatic waves. This
result suggests that for phase-resolved simulation of broad-
band wavefield using the HOS method, the wind input model
for large wave components can be developed based on the
analysis of monochromatic waves as a first step of the study.
Therefore, it is valuable to have precise laboratory
measurement18 of wind over waves and to perform mecha-
nistic study using numerical simulation. For short waves, as
discussed earlier, the mean value of � drops rapidly to have
large deviation from the simple wave results, while locally
the wind input may have large fluctuations. Therefore, in the
HOS method, for wind input to small waves, stochastic mod-
eling is called for. This strategy of deterministic and stochas-
tic wind input modeling for long and short waves, respec-
tively, is consistent with the philosophy of the HOS

method.2,15 Finally, we remark that this study serves as a first
step for the modeling of wind input for phase-resolved simu-
lation of nonlinear wavefield. Much more work in the mod-
eling needs to be done. If successful, together with appropri-
ate wave breaking dissipation models, the HOS method can
be a useful tool for the study of the nonlinear processes of
energy transfer in wind waves. These will be the subjects of
our future study.
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